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No.: 40969

Mount a single display with source device & webcam to a mobile trolley stand

DescriptionDescription
Mounts a single 37” – 70” display to a professional mobile trolley mount
Adjustable height and tilt settings to achieve the optimum viewing angle
90° rotation of the display for both portrait and landscape layouts
Premium quality, secure shelving for a source device and web cam
2 year warranty

 
The Lindy Single Display Mount Trolley Stand is a professional, durable solution for mounting a single display which is
easily transported between locations using heavy-duty casters that can be locked to keep the stand stationary.
 
With an adjustable VESA mount that can be fixed at a variety of heights, and tilted both forward and back, this stand
provides a flexible and comfortable viewing experience for users in boardrooms or classrooms. Rotatable by 90°, displays
can be configured to suit standard landscape or portrait layouts for engaging presentations or use at tradeshows. The
360° rotating wheels provide smooth mobility between locations, ensuring simple portable use with no requirement for
repeated disassembly.
 
Supporting LFDs (Large Format Displays) with VESA sizes from 200x200m to 600x400mm, this trolley provides secure
mounting of larger LED, OLED and older plasma displays up to 70” in size. The high-quality steel structure ensures heavier
displays up to 50kg (110.23lb) are supported. A removable and adjustable shelf is included allowing for placement of
keyboards or source devices close to the display. The camera shelf at the top of the unit allows for the positioning of
webcams for mobile video conferencing. All cables can be neatly concealed within the trolley stand’s discreet cable
management system, perfect for ensuring a tidy mounting solution.
 
Please note: Please confirm this solution can support the display's VESA mounting dimensions and weight before
ordering

Technical detailsTechnical details

FunctionalityFunctionality
Minimum Supported Display Size: 37”
Maximum Supported Display Size: 70”
Maximum Supported Weight: 50kg (110.23lb)
VESA Compliance: 200x200mm, 400x200mm, 300x300mm, 400x400mm, 600x400mm
Tilt Adjustment: +5° ~ -12°
Pivot Adjustment: -
Rotation: 90°



Screen Distance from Wall: -
Cable Management: Yes

 
Physical PropertiesPhysical Properties

Dimensions: 828x700x2146mm (32.6x27.56x84.49in)
Material: Steel
Weight: 21.08kg (46.47lb)
Colour: Silver

  
MiscellaneousMiscellaneous

Packaging Type: Carton Box
Packaging Dimensions: 1136x530x245mm (44.72x20.87x9.65in)
Gross Weight: 24.23kg (53.42lb)
Warranty (Years): 2
Certificated: REACH

 
Package ContentPackage Content

Trolley Mount (Assembly Required)
2 x Display Brackets
Device Shelf
Camera Shelf
Assembly Kit (Please see manual for all included parts)
Lindy Manual

 
Purchasing Information

No.: 40969
EAN: 4002888409698
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